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DEVELOPMENT OF THE
OKLAHOMA
RACIAL ATTITUDES SCALE
PRELIMINARY FORM (ORAS-P)l

Sandra K. Choney
University of Oklahoma

John T. Behrens
Arizona State University
The attitudes one holds about oneself as a member of a specific
racial or ethnic group and how those attitudes influence perceptions
and behavior have been topics of increasing interest since the introduction of Cross's (1971) model of Nigrescence. However, in 1984,
Janet Helms opened new vistas by urging that the racial outlook of
Whites also be considered, particularly as it may affect cross-racial
dyadic interactions. In addition to the potential benefits for practice,
an increased understanding of White racial outlook is thought to have
significant utility for both training (Sabnani, Ponterotto, & Borodovsky,
1990) and research (Atkinson & Thompson, 1992).
Although several models of White Racial Identity Development
(WRID) have been proposed (Helms, 1984, 1990; Ponterotto, 1988;
Sabnani, Ponterotto, & Borodovsky, 1990; Sue & Sue, 1990), the
conceptual model put forward by Helms has received the most
ITo request information about or permission to use the ORAS instrument address
correspondence to: Dr. Mark Leach, SS Box 5025, University of Mississippi, Hattiesburg,
MS 39406-5025.
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attention and has been the only one with an associated assessment
device, the White Racial Identity Attitude Scale (RIAS-W; Helms &
Carter,1990) . However, most theoretical WRID models share certain
problematic aspects: the use of oppression-adaptive models (although useful in explaining minority racial attitudes) to explain White
attitudes, even though the experiential history of Whites and racial
and/ or ethnic minorities in the United States is radically different; the
use of a developmental interpretation (with its Procrustean consequences); and the burden of additional complexity and surplus implications associated with the abstraction "identity" that result from invoking
the construct of racial identity. Therefore, problems that we consider to
be inherent in WRID models (Rowe, Bennett, & Atkinson, 1994) and the
apparent psychometric deficiencies of the RIAS-W (Bennett, Behrens, &
Rowe, 1993; Swanson, Tokar, & Davis, 1994; Tokar & Swanson, 1991)
have led us to develop a pragmatic model of White racial consciousness
and an associated instrument designed to assess persons on the dimensions proposed by that model.
White Racial Consciousness

The proposed model relies on the construct of racial consciousness, defined as "the characteristic attitudes held by a person regarding the significance of being White and what that implies in relation
to those who do not share White group membership" (Bennett,
Atkinson, & Rowe, 1993, p. 3). It is assumed that the interaction of
innate attributes, particular environments, and specific learning experiences results in the acquisition of various cognitive predispositions,
including racial attitudes. These attitudes, taken together, constitute
the construct of White racial consciousness.
It is believed that the attitudes Whites have regarding racial and/ or
ethnic minorities tend to cluster into certain conglomerations and that
some of these clusters can be described. Furthermore, it is thought that
these descriptions can be examined and labels provided for these groupings to indicate different categories or types of racial attitudes. It is
important to note that type refers to a describable set of intercorrelated
attitudes and not an abstract personality configuration. This approach is
regarded simply as a means of classifying people according to which
type of racial attitudes best characterizes their outlook.
The types of White racial attitudes that have been proposed
(Rowe, Bem1ett, & Atkinson, 1994) were adapted from Phinney's
(1989) stages of ethnic identity. According to this model, four categories of ethnic identity were defined by the presence, absence, or
consideration of two variables: exploration of one's ethnicity and
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commitment to one's ethnic group. In terms of White racial consciousness, one could hold attitudes that show (a) neither exploration
nor commitment to racial/ethnic ideas, which is termed avoidant; (b)
only commitment to some view but without meaningful explora tion,
called dependent; or (c) an emphasis on exploration but withholding
commitment to any point of view, labeled dissonant. Each of these
types of racial consciousness is considered to have an unachieved
status because they are thought to be not securely integrated into
one's belief structure, because they lack either one or both of the
essential variables: commitment and exploration. Persons who hold
attitudes that show exploration and/or commitment to racial and/or
ethnic-related ideas are considered to have an achieved White racial
consciousness status, and categories of achieved status have been
identified and labeled conflictive, dominative, integrative, and reactive (see below for explanations).
Individuals with avoidant (av) type attitudes express a lack of
interest or concern for issues that relate to racial and/ or ethnic minorities.
Their typical response is to ignore, minimize, or deny the existence or
importance of minority concerns. Dependent (de) type attitudes are
marked by the expression of dependence on others to determine one's
opinions. Individuals whose attitudes are characterized by this type may
"appear to have committed to some set of attitudes regarding White
racial consciousness, [but] they have not personally considered alternative perspectives" (Rowe et al., 1994, p. 136). Individuals holding
dissonant (di) type attitudes are Ullcertain about their opinions related to
racial and/or ethnic minority issues. This type is considered to be
transitional in nature. hldividuals who express dissonant (di) attitudes
appear to be searching for information that helps resolve the dissonance
"generated by the conflict of previously held attitudes and recent experiential incidents" (Rowe et al., 1994, p. 137).
Achieved White racial consciousness is represented by one or
more of four types of attitude clusters. Rowe and colleagues (Rowe,
Behrens, & Leach, 1995; Rowe et al., 1994) have described these four
types as follows:
1. Dominative type attitudes are those held by persons who
have strong ethnocentric perspectives that justify the oppression of minority people by members of the White
society. Ignorance about minority groups may be the core
characteristic of this type, but individuals holding these
kinds of attitudes seem not to make attempts to gain valid
information preferring an "almost exclusive reliance on
and reference to common negative stereotypes" (p. 138).
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2. Conflictive type attitudes are characteristic of persons who
are opposed to obviously discriminatory practices yet are
also opposed to programs designed to reduce or eliminate
such discrimination. Individuals with these attitudes may
present reasons for their actions and attitudes that do not
appear racist; however, "it might be inferred that their attitudes toward visible racial/ethnic groups have a negative
valence compared to their attitudes toward Whites and
whiteness" (p. 139).
3. Reactive type attitudes are those espoused by persons who
recognize that White society wrongly benefits from and
promotes discriminatory practices and are reacting to the
inherent injustice. Individuals holding reactive type racial
attitudes may be prone to overidentification with a minority group, romanticizing aspects of the minority culture,
adopting a paternalistic attitude, and attempting to provide assistance based on a Euro-centric perspective.
4. Integrative type attitudes are described as those attitudes
held by persons who neither idealize nor oppress minority
groups and who do not respond out of anger or guilt about
being White. These individuals seem "comfortable with
their whiteness and comfortable interacting with visible
racial/ethnic minority people" (p. 141).
Theory of Change in White Attitudes

Within the context of the model, attitude change is explained in
terms of social cognitive perspectives. Although achieved attitude
types are considered to be relatively stable, they are subject to change
as a result of direct or vicarious experience that is inconsistent or in
conflict with previously held attitudes (Bandura, 1986). This inconsistency or conflict between previous racial attitudes and recent experience, which we term dissonance, results in a lack of certainty regarding one's attitudes, and is usually seen as a precursor, if not a
requirement, of changes in types of racial attitudes. It is believed that
attitudes may change between those representing the avoidant or
dependent types without dissonance occurring because unachieved
status attitudes are not considered to be securely integrated into one's
belief structure. In movement from the unachieved status to any of
the achieved status types, however, an individual would be expected
to experience conflict and would therefore be more likely to develop
dissonant type attitudes during transition. Once attitudes are characterized by one of the four types of achieved White racial conscious-
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ness, a person is not likely to develop attitudes characteristic of
another type unless he or she experiences the uncertainty associated
with dissonance. Accordingly, in Figure I, movement from one type
of racial attitude to another is possible in any direction except where
blocked by double lines.

DISSONANT

D
D
Figure 1.

Non-achieved White Racial Consciousness
Achieved White Racial Consciousness

Rowe, Bennet, and Atkinson's (1994) Model of White Racial
Consciousness.

These propositions are necessarily sp eculative, but, importantly,
they can be tested. Measurement of the racial attitudes of White
people will allow the empirical investigation of the construct of White
racial consciousness. Thus, the Oklahoma Racial Attitudes ScalePreliminary Form (ORAS-P) was developed as a means of p roviding
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empirical validation for the model as well as a vehicle by which
researchers, practitioners, and those involved in the training of counselors and psychologists might assess the racial outlook of White
persons with whom they work.
OKLAHOMA RACIAL ATTITUDES SCALE-PRELIMINARY FORM

Items for the initial administration of the ORAS-P were developed to reflect the types of racial consciousness attitudes proposed in
the theory. This approach has been called "deductive" because of its
reliance on a predetermined set of constructs that the items are
designed to measure (Burisch, 1984). The items included in the pool
were generated in two ways. First, certain items found to measure
"modern racism" and "old-fashioned racism" (McConahay, 1986)
were adapted and similar items developed. Approximately 20% of
the original items were developed in this manner. The remaining
items (roughly an additional 80% of total items) were suggested by
psychological researchers working in the field of multicultural counseling and assessment who were apprised of the dimensions of the
model and by the authors of the theoretical model itself.
From this pool of over 70 items, the initial form of the ORAS-P
was developed for administration. This form contained 52 items with
10 items for each of the four achieved types and four items for each
of the three unachieved types. Subject-centered scaling (Dawis, 1987)
that combines the Likert method using response anchors of Strongly
Disagree and Strongly Agree on a 5-point scale, with the use of factor
analysis was followed.
As common sense and experience with instrument development
would suggest, the initial form was not completely satisfactory. Some
items elicited unforeseen interpretations, reflecting subtle nuances in
the original wordings. Committed to the development, rather than the
mere establishment, of the instrument, we revised and re-analyzed
items through five subsequent administrations conducted over 3
years. Analyses during the early administrations were heavily exploratory-not because we were without expectation concerning how
we would like each item to perform, but rather because we were
without experience concerning how each item would perform. Even
if the theory held completely true, we were not content to believe we
could simply write a complete set of flawless items to reflect this
circumstance. After each administration univariate and bivariate
distributions of subscale scores were viewed along with measures of
internal consistency. Principal component and common factor analyses were computed over a wide range of factor numbers in search of
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alternate explanations. As experience with the instrument increased
and consistencies across administrations were observed, development focused on the refinement of fewer and fewer items as we
moved toward an instrument in which all items loaded as expected
with appropriate internal consistency and presumed content validity.
Although the total number of items was only minimally reduced
as development of the instrument progressed, the content of items
changed through revision or complete substitution of one item for
another. With each ORAS administration an average of five new
items were introduced and analyzed. As of the Fall of 1993, the
ORAS-P contains 42 items with 31 items measuring achieved status
attitude types, 10 items measuring unachieved status types, and an
initial item that is not scored. The inclusion of an unscored first item
resulted from the discovery that no item, regardless of content or
ability to measure a particular attitude type when placed elsewhere in
the instrument, was stable in the "Item 1" position. Accordingly, the
first item is considered a practice item.
Subjects

Participants for all ORAS-P administrations were White undergraduate students enrolled in a basic psychology class or in undergraduate educational psychology classes at an Oklahoma university.
Four hundred ninety-six (496) participants were included in the initial
analysis with 364, 479, 379, 386, and 249 included in subsequent
iterations. As compensation for their participation, students received
experimental credit in their respective classes.
Demographic data for participants in each administration were
similar to data for the last administration of the ORAS-P, the results
of which are reported below. For example, the percent of males or
females fluctuated only a few percentage points across administrations (as would be expected in such large samples) and the mean age
was consistently approximately 20 years. Of the 249 individuals
surveyed at the administration reported here, there were 113 males
with a mean age of 20.1 years and 136 females whose mean age was
20.4 years. All identified their race/ ethnicity as White (Euro-American). White international students and those who self-designated
themselves as any other national, racial, or ethnic category followed
instructions directing them to other survey materials.
Procedure

The ORAS-P was administered in groups ranging in size from 70
to 300 subjects. In all cases, two or three graduate students (one
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American Indian male, one American Indian female, and one White
male) in counseling psychology along with one of the researchers
(two White males, one American Indian female) were present during
instrument administration. Participants were told that the purpose of
the study was to measure a variety of attitudes held by students, that
their responses would be completely anonymous, and that they
should try to respond according to what they really think and not
according to what they believe they ought to say. Participants then
filled out a brief demographic questionaire that included an item
requesting the student indicate their race and/ or ethnicity in one of
the following categories: (a) "White (Euro-American)," (b) "Black
(African-American)," (c) "Hispanic-American," (d) "American-Indian/
Alaska Native," (e) "Asian American," or (f) "OtheL" On the basis of
their self-designated race or ethnicity grouping, participants were
directed to complete an appropriate survey from a packet of surveys
(which included the ORAS-P) they were given upon arrival. This
procedure insured that students' racial or etlmic self-designations
would be confidential, and each individual has an appropriate survey
to complete.
Over all administrations, less than 1% of the students chose to
withdraw their participation, and less than 5% returned questionnaires that were unusable due to incomplete data or obvious lack of
serious attention to the task.
Resu lts

Table 1 outlines the theoretical statuses and types along with
associated items that make up the ORAS-P with subscale scores
comprising of the sum of item scores. Each item is scored on a Likerttype scale of 1 to 5; consequently the range of possible scores will be
3 to 15 for the avoidant (av) and dependent (de) scales, 4 to 20 for the
dissonance (di) scale, 7 to 35 for the dominative (D) scale, and 8 to 40
for the conflictive (C), reactive (R), and integrative (I) scales. Although these raw score values may be used appropriately for certain
specific purposes by future researchers, we will encourage an alternative approach to scoring discussed below.
Subseale re liability

Cronbach alphas for each subscale are presented in Table 1. As
the reader may note, all values are between .72 and .82 except for a
three-item scale with an alpha of .68. Test-retest reliabilities, calculated for 49 subjects with a 4-week interval between administrations,
were as follows: .51 (de), .68 (av), .46 (di), .67 (D), .67 (C), .76 (R),
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Table 1. Racial Attitude Statuses, Types, Subscale Items, and Cronbach Alphas For
the ORAS-P
Subscale
items

Range
of scores

Alpha

av I, av2, av3
de I, de2, de3
di t , di2, di3, di4

3- IS
3- IS
4-20

.68
.82
.7S

D I, D2, D3, D4, DS, D6, D7
RI,R2,R3,R3, R4,RS , R6,R7
C t , C2,C3,C4,CS,C6, C7, C8
II, 12, 13, 14, IS , 16, 17, 18

7-3S
8-40
8-40
8-40

.77
.80
.72
.79

Attitude status
and type
Unachieved Status
avoidant
dependent
dissonant
Achieved Status
dominative
reactive
conflictive
integrative

.60 (I). The test-retest individuals were from the general psychology
subject pool who had been administered the ORAS-P during a large
group screening, and signed up for subsequent research participation
without knowing they would be re-administered the ORAS-P.
Construct Validity

Although a combination of exploratory and confirmatory factor
analyses were computed during item development on earlier versions
of the instrument, here we report the results of a confirmatory factor
analysis testing the factor model in which each item loads on the
factor hypothesized. In this computation the four achieved types and
three unachieved w ere specified and the Phi matrix was set to be
standardized (PHI=ST) using the LISREL 7 computer package. Because of the assumption of multivariate normality underlying this
model, we computed the Mahalanobis distances (analogous to multivariate z-scores) for each individual in the 41-dimension test space.
Examination of the distribution of distances revealed a bump in the
tail of the distribution reflecting extreme outliers. The 11 observations
in this bump were further examined and determined to be different
from the remaining individuals because of either very extreme patterns of responding, or patterns that were logically inconsistent (exhibiting incongruent combinations of strong dominative and integrative attitudes reflecting lack of achievement). Because these patterns
suggested response bias or lack of cooperation with the task, these
individuals were not used in the subsequent analyses for which the
sample size was 238.
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Table 2. Lisrel Loading Estimates (Maximum Likelihood)
Item

D

D!
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
II
12
I3
14
15
16
17
18
av l
av2
av3
de l
de2
de3
dis I
dis2
dis3
dis4

.890
.48 1
.253
.646
.573
.487
.937

N = 238

R

av

C

de

di

.389
.359
.747
.685
.55 1
.459
.542
.288
.377
.7 12
.622
.625
.722
.844
.7 16
.424
.483
.776
.677
.555
.535
.668
.40 1
.404
.458
.692
.845
.628
.709
.725
.560
.908
.895
.703
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Factor loadings for each item on the appropriate factor are presented in Table 2, whereas the estimated Phi matrix (interfactor
partial-correlations) is presented in Table 3. The adjusted goodnessof-fit index for this model was .77 with root means square residual of
.085 and chi-square value of 1231.35 with 758 degrees of freedom. The
ratio of chi-square value to degrees of freedom is 1.624-well under
the moderate recommendations of 5 or 3 and below the conservative
recommendation of a ratio of 2 (d. Bollen, 1989). When examining
Table 3 the reader should keep in mind that interscale correlations are
likely to be larger than those for other instruments because the
analysis here reports the results of examining factors after the error
variance in the measurement is pat·tialed out. This is a more precise
indication of the relationship among the sets of items because of this
removal of error variance.
The pattern of interfactor correlations is displayed in Table 3. The
pattern is as expected, with the caveat that the correlations between
dominative and integrative as well as reactive and conflictive are
higher than we would like. The theory that drives the item development delinates four distinct achieved statuses, which should be distinct in this factor structure.
Thus, to test whether the four achieved scales as they presently
exist could be collapsed into two bipolar scales, a confirmatory factor
analysis with two achieved scales (combined dominative/integrative
and combined reactive/conflictive) and the three w1achieved scales
was specified and computed. The fit here was worse than that of the
original model with goodness of fit reduced to .75 and the chi-square
value increased to 1327. This increase in chi-square residuals was
significant (chi-square difference = 96.41 with 11 df., P was equal to
zero at 15 decimal places). Therefore, the factor structure proposed by
Table 3. Interfactor correlation (Phi) Matrix
R

0
0
R
C
av

de
di
N = 238

*

-. 155
.517
-.826
.479
.364
.338

*

-.867
. 11 5
.070
. 133
.191

c

av

de

di

*
-.372
. 18 1
-.0 10
.0 10

*
-.424
-.520
-.387

*
.237
.30 1

*

.480

*
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the model is consistent with the data and leads to rejection of the
notion that the achieved scales are better considered as a pair of
bipolar opposites.
As shown in Table 3 the factor intercorrelation matrix reveals that
dominative type attitudes are moderately related (and integrative type
negatively related) to dissonance and avoidance. Dependent and dissonant types of attitudes are also shown to be moderately related.
After 3 years of development over six different rounds of administration, analysis, and revision, we are satisfied that the factoral
structure of the instrument is sufficiently valid to warrant wide use in
research settings while the final form of the instrument is refined.
Clearly, the focus of this final period of item refinement will be the
further distinction of dominative and integrative scales as well as the
reactive and conflictive scales.
Discussion
The data presented here suggest that the ORAS-P exhibits a
theoretically appropriate factor structure and provides good internal
consistency for both achieved and unachieved status types represented by their respective subscales. The stability of scores over a
brief time interval appears to be adequate, and the low test-retest
coefficient reported for the dissonant scale is, in fact, consistent with
the description of that racial attitude type.
In light of the analyses reported here, the instrument will continue to be refined until a final form is developed that addresses the
weaknesses noted above. Above other concerns, we are working to
develop items that more distinctly measure each of the four achieved
status types. This is a very difficult undertaking. For example, in the
case of the dominative and integrative scales, a dominative item is one
people with dominative attitudes would heartily endorse. However,
if it is one that an integrative person will consistently and heartily
reject, then it has no additional value in describing integrative attitudes except to say that they are nondominative. The required items
must tap dominative attitudes while allowing some flexibility in the
responses of individuals with attitudes that predominantly fall on
other scales. This subtlety of measurement is not possible to obtain
without repeated refinements of an instrument. Subtle and sensitive
measurement, we believe, has been missing in other racial attitudes
scales of this type, and is likely the cause in previous works for items
to collapse into factor structures radically different from those proposed by theory (d. Alexander, 1992; Bennett, Behrens, & Rowe, 1993;
Swanson, Tokar, & Davis, 1994).
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Further comment is warranted regarding the scoring routine to be
used with the ORAS-P. We propose to classify individuals according
to the type of racial attitudes that best characterizes them at that time
in their life. Although people are likely to hold some attitudes that
represent more than one type, there is evidence (Behrens & Rowe,
1993a) that most people can be objectively classified by one of the
types of White racial consciousness. Following the procedures outlined in the scoring manual (Behrens & Rowe, 1993b), subjects whose
scores on the av, de, or di scales fall beyond the cutoff are identified
as having racial attitudes indicating an unachieved White racial
consciousness status and removed from further analysis. T-scores are
computed for the remaining subjects on the C, D, I, and R scales and
quantitative values or nominal categories may then be assigned.
Given the theoretical and social importance of understanding the
racial attitude of White counselors and clients, quantitative instruments aimed at operationalizing a theoretical model, such as ours,
should be held to the highest standards of quantitative psychology.
Our work represents an effort to develop an instrument for which
items are shaped both by theoretical and empirical results. It is only
through the iterative process of instrument testing and revision that
appropriate measures can be constructed. The practice of developing
a set of items on the basis of "expert" opinion alone leaves the
possibility tha t theoretical constructs believed to be measured by an
instrument may not be the source of variation at all. This error is
sometimes magnified by inappropriate use of exploratory factor analysis to try to read meaning back into the invalid items.
For example, in those cases where the empirical factor structure
differs radically from the expected organization of an instrument, the
appropriate conclusion is not that the instrument is "factorially complex" and the constructs are simply more complicated than originally
believed. Rather, the appropriate conclusion is that there is little
reason to believe that the hypothesized constructs are being measured
at all. Such an assent to factorial complexity (e.g., Helms & Carter,
1990) presumes a level of validity that requires a match between the
factor structure of the items and the factor structure of the concepts
they are intended to measure. Such validity is by and large reached
by an extensive development process. Because of the great importance of this work to the field, researchers must be held to develop
instruments with specific properties, rather than establish instruments and conduct research to "discover" their properties.
Although we expect to further refine the instrument, the Oklahoma Racial Attitudes Scale-Preliminary Form, may be used for a
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variety of purposes. It may be useful in assessing the racial consciousness of White clients and mental health service providers. It may also
be useful in designing individualized multicultural counseling training experiences (Sabnani, Ponterotto, & Borodovsky, 1990). In addition, a viable assessment of White racial attitudes is considered to
have significant utility as a within-group variable in multicultural
counseling research (Atkinson & Thompson, 1992). And with the
increasing emphasis on the changing racial climate in this country, the
scale may be found useful in assessing racial attitudes in public and
private industry and in educational institutions.
The ORAS-P is an instrument that would certainly benefit from
further investigation. Currently, the data available are limited to
college student samples. Consequently, results are generalizable only
to other college students attending universities similar to the Oklahoma university from which the sample was drawn. Studies that
cross-validate the factoral structure and correlational relationships of
the ORAS-P with demographically different samples would contribute an important next step. Investigations of the construct validity of
the instrument would also provide useful information. Finally, future
researchers might examine the utility of the ORAS-P in the prediction
of behavior and associated affect of White individuals toward racial
and/ or ethnic minority group members.
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